Robust INEPT and refocused INEPT transfer with compensation of a wide range of couplings, offsets, and B1-field inhomogeneities (COB3).
Following the two-step optimization procedure previously introduced with the COB-INEPT (Ehni and Luy, 2012), a corresponding inphase-to-antiphase transfer element with close to optimal transfer efficiencies over a coupling range comprising approximately J-6J has been derived. The hard pulse sequence length is only 5.5 ms for coupling constants within 125-750 Hz. Robustness with respect to an offset range of 37.5 kHz on carbon (corresponding to 250 ppm on a 600 MHz spectrometer) and 10 kHz on protons (16.6 ppm at 600 MHz) is achieved with corresponding BUBI and BURBOP broadband pulses. As the sequence achieves a three times higher upper limit of J-compensation compared to the COB-INEPT, we name the transfer element COB3-INEPT. Next to the description of optimization and pulse sequence details, the performance of the resulting element is demonstrated on a test sample and partially aligned sample with actual total couplings in the range of 134 Hz⩽(1)TCH⩽391 Hz. The sequence can also be used for inphase-to-antiphase transfer starting from carbon, where the upper limit of J-compensation is 6J for CH-groups, 3J for CH2-groups, and slightly less than 2J for CH3. Theoretical transfers and experimental verification for the different multiplicities in an refocused INEPT are given.